
•  To remove the lenses from your lights, unscrew the bezel. Should you have 
trouble removing the bezel, use a rubber glove in order to get a good grip. Leave 
the lights attached to your bike for the best stability.

•  Once the bezel is loosened, unscrew completely and remove the lens.

•  Clean the threads on the bezel and light with a rag removing any dirt or unwanted 
matter. Use soapy water to clean the lenses. If the lenses are covered with road 
grime and bugs, wait until the lights are re-assembled and then follow the steps 
below to clean.

•  To thoroughly clean bugs and hard to remove dirt from your lenses without 
scratching, use a damp warm wash cloth and cover your lenses with the cloth by 
securing it to the light with a rubber band. Leave on for at least 10 minutes, or for 
best results, overnight. In the morning the bugs and grime will wipe clean with ease. 
Although you will be tempted to use hotel wash cloths to clean your lenses while 
traveling, we highly recommend against it.

•  Once dry, apply a light grease or oil to the threads of the light and bezel along 
with the O-ring in order to keep the light water tight, and surfaces free from binding.

•  Re-assemble. Make sure you stack the components as they are shown in the 
diagram with the O-ring on top of the lens, not beneath. Be sure the O-ring is set 
evenly in the bezel so it will be sealed properly. If the O-ring is not set evenly, it may 
be damaged allowing water to enter the light and thereby causing damage to the 
circuit board.
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